Anyone who’s seen Tim Seelig in concert with his chorus knows that he has
the soul of a musician, the sass of a true activist, and the flawless timing of a
standup comic. You’ll find all of that and more in this brave, zany, sometimes
heart-breaking memoir about one man’s journey towards the light.
Armistead Maupin
Best-selling author of Tales of the City series
No life is easy, and Tim Seelig’s amazing life has had more than its share of vicissitudes and tragedies, as well as triumphs. All are recounted here with humor
and insight. Tim is someone I feel fortunate to know and proud to have worked
with.”
Stephen Schwartz
Broadway composer
Tim Seelig reminds us, in this heartfelt book, that it’s never too late to be who
you are. He reminds us that in this discovery there is only the truth of real
happiness. As Tim discovers who he is, we begin to celebrate who we truly are.
Sheila Nevins
MTV Documentaries
This book is funny because Tim is funny. It’s interesting because Tim is interesting. But what surprises, much like Tim himself, is how quickly it grabs your
heart. He turns words into music, music into memory, and memoir into magic.
Simply put: I was deeply moved.
Andrew Lippa
Broadway Composer
Tim Seelig has written an inspiring, sometimes heartbreaking and often very
funny account of his remarkable journey from conservative Texas Baptist roots
to visionary artist and leader of the LGBTQ community. Spanning seven
decades, his story is a powerful account of personal struggle, complicated love
and spiritual liberation.
Cleve Jones
Author, When We Rise: My Life in the Movement, and AIDS activist

OMG! This book is a must read. Tim is not only an incredible man, but his
story is one that speaks to many of us who have lived his life, well, similar lives.
Tim offers hope and insight to us all. Yes, many lifetimes wrapped into one
incredible journey that continues on to do even more extravagant and wonderful things to the benefit of the world.
Reverend Dr. Neil G. Thomas
Senior Pastor, Cathedral of Hope, UCC
Wickedly funny, poignant, tragic, deeply human and celebrative earth, this
memoir of Tim Seelig demonstrates resilience and grace. The arc of the narrative
from exclusion to welcoming the true self offers a vision of hope. Sharing his
ecclesiological DNA of origin and friendship since college allows me to witness
a life of liberative resolve that continues to make an impact.
Molly Marshall
Retired President and Professor of Theology and Spiritual Formation
Central Baptist Theological Seminary
Tim has taught us that a good concert should result in laughter, tears and chill
bumps. If the same criteria apply to memoirs he has a hit! In telling his truth
Tim has encouraged us all to reflect on our lives and examine the places where
we are not yet living our authentic selves. Bravo!
Robin Godfrey
Executive Director—GALA Choruses
Gay and Lesbian Choruses

Every great story reveals a transformative moment in someone’s life. Tim’s story
has a revealing transformation on every page. Two extraordinary tales in one
epic saga—much like the Old and New Testaments, but different and with
more glitter.
David Charles Rodrigues
Award-winning Filmmaker, Gay Chorus Deep South
This book has Tim Seelig’s singular voice in full display—irreverent, deeply felt,
the God’s honest truth. As I read each chapter, I was inspired by Tim’s courage
and perseverance as he faced each new challenge. This book is, as Tim writes, a
hymn of hope. It is also a love story to all the people and all the angels in his life.
Rev. David Cowell
UCC Minister, Board Certified Chaplain
This inspiring memoir is an honest, funny, sometimes raw exploration of what
it looks like to influence men and women by discovering your truly authentic
self—and sharing it openly with the world. If you’re anything like me, you’ll
find insights into your own journey as you follow Tim on the course of his
more-than-ordinary life.
Gary Rifkin, CSP
Chief Learning Officer—CoreClarity, Inc.
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You may forget what I wrote.
I hope you will never forget how it made you feel.

Dedication
This book is lovingly dedicated to my brightest light,
Corianna Seelig Gustafson.
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Foreword
By Jim Dant
Fear is an intrinsic motivator that has the ironic capacity to both keep us
alive and keep us from living.
In spring 2017 I was contacted by a representative of the San Francisco
Gay Men’s Chorus (SFGMC). They had heard through the grapevine that
First Baptist Church, Greenville, South Carolina, would be willing to serve as a
concert venue for the Lavender Pen Tour. As senior minister I verified the legitimacy of the offer. In the days that followed, I received a series of emails from Dr.
Tim Seelig, artistic director of the SFGMC. The emails were tentative at best,
suspicious at worst. I suggested we dispense with emails and speak by telephone.
In the earliest moments of our discourse, we agreed to be completely
honest with each other. In that honesty, we both shared our fears. Tim feared
another chapter of abuse at the hands of the Baptists. He feared the shunning
and shaming his beloved chorus might receive. He feared the disingenuous
handshakes that so many ministers and congregations had given in the past. He
feared violence in all its many forms. I feared repercussions. I feared logistics. I
feared a further distancing. I feared a label. I feared an entity I did not know. We
candidly spoke these fears to one another. Then we had to decide: Were these
fears keeping us alive or keeping us from living? We landed on the latter.
We laid our fears aside, and the rest is history. There is now an atypical, holy
bond between the 2,200-member First Baptist Church of Greenville, South
Carolina and the 300-plus singers and staff of the SFGMC. Since the conclusion of the Lavender Pen Tour, we have celebrated life together and grieved
together. Dr. Tim Seelig has returned to First Baptist Greenville as a vocalist,
conductor, and friend. The SFGMC has returned to Greenville for an encore
performance at our downtown performing arts venue, the Peace Center. I’ve
been privileged to walk alongside Tim and other chorus members during subsequent chapters of their lives. In short, fear might have kept us apart and kept us
from living, but we set our fears aside. We chose life.
Tim has done it again. He has set fear aside and chosen life. With his signature mix of class and sarcastic crass, he shares the stories of his life. He fearlessly
falls into the mess and invites us to laugh with him, cry with him, hope with
him, get angry with him, doubt with him, and curse with him. His greatest
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invitation, however, is tucked between all these lines. Tim invites us to open our
lives to the grace life has to offer—even when we can’t see it or are convinced
we don’t want it or need it. What Tim does not invite us to do is to be afraid.
Because while fear can sometimes keep you alive, it most often keeps you from
living. And this book is all about life.
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me joy every single day.
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and asked, “Am I in your book?” You’ll find out by the end, and thank you for
purchasing it in your search.

Introduction
“When I go to bed at night, I count blessings instead of sheep.”—John Bucchino.
The decision to write my life story began as an exercise to make sense out of it
all. But it moved quickly to being a tool that would help me put it all in order.
My life has been punctuated by some pretty dramatic events. I wanted to
recall stories that had been forgotten or buried. I wanted it all out there.
In 2018 I was having dinner with my dear friend, composer Stephen
Schwartz. As a young artist and student at Carnegie Mellon University, Stephen
had sought the assistance of a therapist, Dr. Doris Hunter. Stephen was a
natural-born entertainer and storyteller, and Dr. Hunter would listen patiently
to his comic monologue about what was going on in his life. Occasionally,
smiling or even chuckling, she would reach over and put her hand on his arm
and say, “Stephen, we both know it isn’t really funny.”
I have always used humor to cover some of the deepest pain; we all do that,
of course. I honed the skill. Yet I wanted to make sure my story is authentically
Tim. Most of all, it absolutely had to bring joy to the reader.
At the urging of friend and publisher Greg Gilpin, I wrote a book in 2003
published by Shawnee Press. After five printings, The Perfect Blend is now in its
second edition. That led to four more books about singing and the choral art.
That is definitely what I do, but it is far from who I am.
These earlier published works share the professional side of what many
decades taught me, but nothing of the personal side and the lessons learned
there. This is the book I needed to write now.
Some years ago, my career was taking me in many wonderful directions:
singing, conducting, writing, and making lists for everyone and anyone in my
vicinity. I was already speaking from the stage in concerts and in front of classrooms and convention halls.
A close friend from the National Speakers Association, Gary Rifkin,
connected me with one of the nation’s finest speaking coaches, Juanelle Teague.
Our work over several months culminated in an entire weekend locked in a
room with the coach and a scribe as she unraveled my life into many little pieces
and Post-its on the floor.
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The scribe, working quietly in the corner, wrote down every word as my
innards were spilled all over the lovely Berber carpet. She continued “scribing”
through gales of laughter and pangs of pain.
I gathered those innards up in my murse (man-purse), though I needed a
steamer trunk, then went my merry way, wondering if perhaps this experienced
coach had finally met someone who was actually helpless. Well, that was not
the case.
In a few weeks, she called back with the message that she had discovered the
“core essence” of my life experiences. It was “liberating change.” I would have
never thought of that, but she nailed it.
For some, the adage “Change is the only thing constant in life” may relate
primarily to the weather or one’s outfit. Those have not been my changes,
although I do worry about both. Joys and tragedies have steered my direction.
These have certainly been big changes—some that I asked for, most I did not.
During the coaching process, one exercise was to write about a significant
event from each year of my life. This sounded impossible, but I started with a
vague memory at age three—something about playing dress-up with my little
friends and declaring myself the most beautiful.
I began filling in the years: age eighteen, high school graduation; twentytwo, first marriage; sixty-four, second marriage. Along the way, of course, were
clothing changes, tire changes, job changes, hair changes (okay, hair losses).
There were spectacular mountaintops and deep valleys to balance them out.
One highlight for each year fell into place. My coach then pointed me to the
three that had been most pivotal in forming who I am today. Each had to do
with a dramatic change. Each had to do with life delivering a blow and me
getting up from it and moving forward, never wallowing in self-pity but incorporating the pain or loss or failure into my life experiences to make me a better
man. I didn’t even know it was happening while in the middle of it.
The theme “liberating change” rang true and authentic. As difficult as these
experiences were when going through them, each turned out to be a blessing or
a launching pad to greater things. It also had the world to do with what no one
could ever take away: music, humor, truth.
That’s why I wanted to write a book about me. By sharing my roller coaster
journey, perhaps others’ twists and turns, ups and downs may seem a little tamer
or at least conquerable. So take this ride with me; I promise it won’t be boring!
At the end, I hope you are smiling.
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Choral Concert (20 hours) and carried the Olympic torch as a Community
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Known for his enthusiasm and sense of humor, Grammy Magazine noted,
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four grand girls: Clara Skye, Eden Mae, Ivy Hope, and Cora Rose.

